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The final Alpha of the Borough meets his mateâ€¦ but it may be too late.Full of restless longing to

see the world, Brad Talon has spent years roaming far and wide. But something has been calling

him homeâ€¦ tugging at him. He resists until he receives an urgent message that he's

needed--now.Back home, he sees first-hand the ravages of Rogue attacks on the 'Borough. He also

learns that as the last un-mated alpha, his time has come. His Beta mate has been found.On his

21st birthday, Stephen Creel challenged for the right to become a beta. He made the rank, but with

an unexpected change--a huge birthmark on his thigh. A mark that destines him to be a match for

Alpha Brad. Stephen's not sure he wants that much of a change in his life!But Brad and Stephen

have more urgent problems. With their pack nearly defenseless, due to most of their alphas being

gone at a summit, the Rogues attack. And this fight will be a no-holds-barred fight to the death.Can

Brad and Stephen rally their pack to victoryâ€¦ or their life together end, even before it begins? Find

out in this hot, exciting MM paranormal--get your copy of Brad's Mate today!
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I was recommended this series through a newsletter, and since each book was on sale for 99 cents,



I bought all three since I figured "hey, it's a good deal, and it was recommended by an author I

respect!" Boy, I am sorry I did that. Since I read all three, my review encompasses the entire series

because I disliked all three books equally.WARNING FOR POSSIBLE SPOILERS.The one

consistent theme through the books is the inconsistency of the writing. The author just never seems

to get the characters' personalities right, the mythology of their world right, the relationship between

the alphas and their mates right, and heck, even the misspellings and grammar errors of the books

are never corrected. The pack is divided into Alphas, Betas and Gammas (Gammas are this

author's version of Omegas, no mpreg) and they are basically ranked as such by their sizes and

skills. The men can shift into wolves, but the women cannot, they are basically human, but all males

and females have a birthmark, except the women develop theirs at age twenty one. In this world,

members of the pack develop a birthmark, with which they identify their destined mates, and it is

supposed to be a foolproof, no-mistakes-made way for Fate to pair off pack mates to their happily

ever after. It has been this way for generations since the pack was established by their five original

alphas (who were gay, too), nobody in the pack ever doubts it, when you have a birthmark that

matches the other person's, then that's it for you. In fact, the characters make it a point to say that

there's no such thing as gay or straight in their pack, since Fate chooses your mate, gender doesn't

matter.The plot for the first two books is that these alphas are searching frantically for their mates,

whom they believe will be women (because the alphas are "straight") but turn out to be guys, but in

the third book, this alpha is actually gay, but he actually doesn't ever want to mate because he's a

free spirit type of guy, who just wants to travel and drink and sleep his way around, and his destined

mate is the straight guy, in this case.Third book, we meet Brad, the traveling alpha who just wants to

travel, drink and hump guys all over the world. He has no use for a mate, and he's certainly not

interested in looking out for his pack. His mate, Stephen, is a Gamma turned Beta, who is straight

and wants to try to improve Gammas and Betas' relationship in the pack. Brad and Stephen don't

like each other, because Brad is a free spirit and Stephen is a fuddy duddy, hard working social

warrior, who wants to improve his pack. Of all the main characters in the series, Stephen is the most

likeable, since he's hard working and has spine, and Brad is just a spoiled brat. But Fate, blah, blah,

blah. They sleep together, and get over their issues. We finally get the big fight with the Pyro-Betas,

and evil is defeated, so yay! No firefighters needed. The end. There is something about the alphas

having to continue their genetic line, but it's is something easily solved at the end of each book.Let's

make a quick mention of the spelling and grammar issues in these books. Could this author find a

good proofreading team to review her books before selling them? Alphas is the plural of Alpha, not

Alpha's, same with Betas and Gammas. These misspellings were never corrected in any of the



three books, and they were all over the books.Overall, the conflict was forced and contrived, there

was no consistency throughout the books, there was too much silliness, and the sex scenes were

not at all good. They were very corny and unsexy; words like heavenly choirs and c**ks just don't go

well together. I found myself utterly bored or annoyed with all the relationships.I hated these books,

and I'm just glad I didn't pay full price for them.

So I read books 1 and 2 and loved them. This one disappointed me however. I liked Stephen but

Brad made me want to toss the book out the window. (To bad its an ebook). I hated Brad. He was

selfish, spoiled and irresponsible. I get that he didn't want to be an alpha and he was born to it with

no choice but being an alpha comes with responsibilities. I could not believe fate would pick him to

be an alpha to start a new line of alphas. Being a good alpha means putting the pack first (at least I

believe so). Even in the end when he gets a mate and is ok with his hometown he picks up and

leaves 6 months of the year. He and his mate also plan to have a baby and be gone those 6 months

even after its birth! That man should not be an alpha or a father. I am glad the series ended before

Brad and Stephen had a family or I would never been able to continue the series. Stephen would

have been a better choice for alpha. A way better choice. I liked him much better. The story was

also not as good as the others being very thin except for the battle with the rogues. That did not

help. All in all i recommend reading books 1 and 2 and skipping this one.

I never read the blurbs so I was pleasantly surprised to find that this book was male on male.

Unusual especially in a shifter book

I really enjoyed this trilogy. Well written with well developed characters. Sorry to see it end.

Love the story line only complaint is not enough sex scenes and the ones it had were to short

especially for this book to be categorized as an erotica

***I voluntarily reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of this book in exchange for an honest review***I

loved each book in the series as they were well written and easy to read. For some they can be

read in one setting. They made me smile and sometimes laugh. They had some suspense and

drama without moving for me out of the still romance category. There are sexual situations and

scenes in these books although nothing overtly hardcore but you should be aware of them.Brad's

the unconventional alpha from the Borough. He feels the call of the road not of the wolf community.



He's called home when the Borough and it's residents are in danger. Reagan again with the help of

his mate act as matchmaker setting Brad and Stephen together to "find" each other. Brad can't stay

away nor can Stephen even though he really tries. Once the danger is over Stephen now mated to

Brad dreads his departure. While fireworks flew whenever they got together Brad wants to leave

and tries but the pain of the separation drives him home and to Stephen. Another male pairing of

alpha's raises concerns but Greyson and Brad quickly tell the elders to essential butt out the 3 male

pairings were in going to be in charge. Brad and Stephen have some serious issues they need to

workout before they can find their HEA.

I loved the confrontation and sound arguments Stephen fired off to Brad when they met. He told him

just exactly what he thought. Lol. I thought it was funny and cute how jealous Brad got of Teagan.

Brad is so resistant to the idea of a mate and settling in one location. He really fights the concept of

fated mate for life. Reminds me of a toddler and the terrible twos. No, no, no and tunnel vision.

Stephen was a true leveling and stabilizing force for Brad. I loved the epilogue. So much to look

forward to in the future. Can't wait for Megan's story. I voluntarily read an ARC of this book and am

giving an honest review.

I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader Copy of this book.I may have said this after the second

book but I have to change my mind, I think Brad's story has to be my favourite of the series, I loved

all three books and the arc of the storyline over each one was brilliant, storytelling at its best with

great, believable and lovable characters throughout. We get resolution of the situation with the

rogue pack and each of the Alpha's finds their place within the pack and their path to the future that

each desires with their mates at their side.
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